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**ABSTRACT**

This talk presents some recent advances in combining simulation, multi-objective optimization and data mining. The innovations lie on how these technologies can be synergistically integrated and used interactively to address problems in some new, promising manners.

Unlike ordinary optimization approaches which several design objectives are linearly combined into a single mathematical function, multi-objective optimization can generate multiple design alternatives and sort their performances into an efficient frontier. With the multiple optimal design alternatives generated, they constitute an optimal data set that can be fed into some data mining algorithms for extracting the salient knowledge about the relationships among the design variables and the optimal objectives, automatically or semi-automatically. Furthermore, if the knowledge can be extracted in some explicit representations, like rules, they can be incorporated readily into the optimization algorithm to enhance its performance through adaptation of the parameters or guiding/restraining the optimization towards the user-preferred regions. We call this new research direction as Knowledge-Driven Optimization, which when applied with real-world simulation models, has successfully solved a number of real-world industrial problems, particularly related manufacturing and supply-chain systems design, analysis and improvement. This talk will address the specific challenges posed by the design/analysis of systems with discrete variables for this integrated simulation, optimization and data mining approach and then present some new interactive data mining algorithms developed to meet these challenges, illustrated with real-world examples. While the talk will put some focus on applications within industrial systems engineering, it is believed that the methodologies and framework developed are highly applicable to other application domains.
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